The effect of international travel restrictions on internal spread of COVID-19
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Abstract

Background: Countries have restricted international arrivals to delay the spread of
COVID-19. These measures carry a high economic and social cost. They may have little
impact on COVID-19 epidemics if there are many more cases resulting from local
transmission compared to imported cases.

Methods: To inform decisions about international travel restrictions, we compared the ratio
of expected COVID-19 cases from international travel (assuming no travel restrictions) to
the expected COVID-19 cases arising from internal spread on an average day in May 2020 in
each country. COVID-19 prevalence and incidence were estimated using a modelling
framework that adjusts reported cases for under-ascertainment and asymptomatic
infections.

Findings: With May 2019 travel volumes, imported cases account for <10% of total
incidence in 103 (95% credible interval: 76 - 130) out of 142 countries, and <1% in 48 (95%
CrI: 9 - 95). If we assume that travel would decrease compared to May 2019 even in the
absence of formal restrictions, then imported cases account for <10% of total incidence in
109-123 countries and <1% in 61-88 countries (depending on the assumptions about travel
reductions).

Interpretation: While countries can expect infected travellers to arrive in the absence of
travel restrictions, in most countries these imported cases likely contribute little to local
COVID-19 epidemics. Stringent travel restrictions may have limited impact on epidemic
dynamics except in countries with low COVID-19 incidence and large numbers of arrivals
from other countries.
Funding: Wellcome Trust, UK Department for International Development, European
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

Countries are at different stages of COVID-19 epidemics, so many have implemented
policies to minimise the risk of importing cases via international travel. Such policies include
border closures, flight suspensions, quarantine and self-isolation on international arrivals.
Searching PubMed and MedRxiv using the search: (“covid” OR “coronavirus” OR
“SARS-CoV-2”) AND (“travel” OR “restrictions” OR “flight” OR “flights” OR “border”) from 1
January – 10 July 2020 returned 118 and 84 studies respectively, of which 39 were relevant
to our study. These studies either concentrated in detail on the risk of importation to
specific countries or used a single epidemiological or travel dataset to estimate risk. Most of
them focused on the risk of COVID-19 introduction from China or other countries with cases
earlier in 2020. No study combined country-specific travel data, prevalence estimates and
incidence estimates to assess the global risk of importation relative to current local
transmission within countries.

Added value of this study

We combined data on airline passengers and flight frequencies with estimates of COVID-19
prevalence and incidence (adjusted for underreporting and asymptomatic cases), to
estimate the risk of imported cases, relative to the level of local transmission in each
country. This allows decision makers to determine where travel restriction policies make
large contributions to slowing local transmission, and where they have very little overall
effect.

Implications of all the available evidence

In most countries, imported cases would make a relatively small contribution to local
transmission, so travel restrictions would have very little effect on epidemics. Countries
where travel restrictions would have a large effect on local transmission are those with

strong travel links to countries with high COVID-19 prevalence and/or countries which have
successfully managed to control their local outbreaks.

Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an illness caused by Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which was first detected in Wuhan, China, in late
2019. Since then, it has been spread by travellers to almost every country in the world, and
was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization on 11 March 2020 1 . In the
absence of effective pharmaceutical measures for prevention and treatment, countries have
imposed a range of response measures to delay the spread of SARS-Cov-2, and hence enable
health systems to cope with the expected sharp rise in health care demand.

One such intervention that has been widely used is international travel restrictions. Early
travel restrictions focused on countries with early outbreaks (like China, Iran and Italy) but
as SARS-CoV-2 spread to more countries, the list of origin countries on countries’ travel
restriction lists has grown. The World Tourism Organization reports that every country in
the world had imposed some form of COVID-19-related travel restriction by 20 April 2020,
the most extensive travel restrictions in history 2 . However, which restrictions were
implemented differs from country to country and include border closures, flight
suspensions, quarantine and self-isolation. Measures may also be applied indiscriminately or
targeted at specific places of origin.

International travel restrictions carry a high economic and social cost. Much of global
tourism, trade, business, education and labour mobility relies on cross-border movement of
people. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimates
that the world’s tourism sector will lose value worth 1.6-2.8% of global gross domestic
product as a result of COVID-19; this excludes the value of lost non-tourism travel 3 . The
social cost comes in the form of lost opportunities for family and friend reunion,
international education and career development. According to International Health
Regulations (2005) travel restrictions “shall not be more restrictive of international traffic
and not more invasive or intrusive to persons than reasonably available alternatives that
would achieve the appropriate level of health protection.” 4 . Hence there are strong
economic, humanitarian and legal reasons to only impose international travel restrictions
when the benefits outweigh the costs.

Travel restrictions have clear benefits when there are zero or few cases in the destination
country. For instance, restrictions on travellers from Wuhan, or China more generally, in
early 2020 may have contributed to slowing global spread of SARS-CoV-2 56
 . However, once
case numbers within a country are sufficiently large that local outbreaks have been
established and are self-sustaining, travel restrictions become less effective. For instance,
the ban on European travellers to the United States on 12 March 2020 was too late to
prevent a large epidemic in New York that already had been seeded mainly by European
travellers 7 . Countries with established epidemics attempting to reduce COVID-19 incidence
through stringent physical distancing measures such as lockdowns may impose travel
restrictions to accelerate the reduction of new cases. However, this would only be effective
if the number of cases being imported from international travellers would contribute
substantially to overall incidence. Hence decisions around travel restrictions are complex;
they need to take into account local transmission, COVID-19 prevalence in source countries
of travellers and the volume of travel from those countries.

In this paper, we provide information to countries about the potential benefit of
international travel restrictions by comparing the number of cases resulting from
international travel to those resulting from local transmission in 142 countries.

Methods

Prevalence by country

Our analysis combines estimates of SARS-CoV-2 prevalence and incidence for each country
with detailed flight data. The prevalence and incidence estimates are derived using
statistical modelling methods described elsewhere 8 and summarised here. First, the level of
case ascertainment in each country is estimated using the ratio of a delay-adjusted country
specific CFR and an assumed published “baseline” CFR 9 . Then, temporal variation in
under-ascertainment is inferred using a Gaussian Process framework. Finally, these
temporal under-ascertainment estimates are used to adjust the confirmed case time series

10

. The adjusted case data represent the estimated true number of symptomatic individuals

in each country, which are typically significantly larger than the confirmed case numbers 8,11
 .
Incidence is estimated as the number of new cases on the most recent day that the country
in question had new cases, after adjusting for under-ascertainment and asymptomatic
infections. Prevalence on each day is estimated as the sum of the new cases over the nine
most recent days, i.e. assuming an infectious period of ten days 12–14

. This is then converted
to a proportion by dividing by the country’s population.

International travellers
International travel has reduced greatly since the COVID-19 pandemic began 2 because of
travel restrictions, but also because individual self-exclusion due to fear of infection and
reduced business and tourism opportunities. Hence we considered four scenarios for
international travel in May 2020 in the hypothetical case that there were no travel
restrictions:

Scenario A: The number of travellers between each country was estimated using the
number of passengers booked on flights, using data from the Official Aviation Guide (OAG)
in May 2019, i.e. assuming that travel patterns in 2020 would be identical to 2019 in the
absence of travel restrictions.

Scenario B: The OpenSky dataset provides data on the number of flights each day between
pairs of countries. We adjusted the number of international travellers between countries
downwards using the ratio of the number of flights in the OpenSky database in May 2019
and May 2020. This gave a mean reduction of 69% (range 0% - 99%) across countries (Figure
3). Where data were not available, we applied the mean reduction across pairs of countries
with data.

Scenarios C and D: The number of flights do not completely capture the reduction in
passengers, since aircraft occupancy has also decreased in 2020. The International Air
Transport Association (IATA) projects that passenger departures will decline by 50.6% in

2020 compared to 2019 15
 . In the absence of travel restrictions, we assumed two scenarios
about international travellers: 25% reduction (scenario C) and 50% reduction (scenario D).

Imported cases

The number of cases imported from a source country to a destination country on a
particular date is estimated as the product of the prevalence on that date in the source
country multiplied by the number of travellers from that country to the destination country
on a single day in May 2020. The total number of imported cases on that date is then
estimated by summing the cases imported from all countries with travellers to the
destination country. We then calculated the ratio of imported cases to total incidence.

For countries where imported cases are predicted to account for over 1% of local incidence,
we estimated the proportion of incoming travellers that needed to be averted in order to
bring this proportion below 1%. We assumed that incoming travellers would be averted in
order of COVID-19 prevalence in their countries of origin, i.e. averting travellers from the
highest prevalence country first.

Results

Figure 1 shows the risk rating for each country, based on the ratio of imported cases to total
incidence, for different scenarios about passenger reductions in May 2020. Even in the
worst-case scenario of no change in travel patterns compared to May 2019 in the absence
of travel restrictions (Figure 1, Panel A), we estimate that in 109 countries out of 142
modelled imported cases contribute to <10% of local incidence.

There is little change in country risk ratings when we assume that international travellers in
2020 decreased compared to 2019. In particular, most countries where imported cases are
estimated to contribute to 10% or more of local incidence (including China, Thailand and
Australia) remain in that category across all scenarios. The scenarios assuming reduction in
travel have the largest effect on European and Latin American countries, where imported

cases are estimated to fall below 1% of local incidence as assumed travellers to those
regions decrease.

Figure 2 shows the proportion by which international arrivals need to be averted to bring
imported cases to below 1% of local incidence, in all countries in scenario B where it is over
1%. Most of these countries would need to avert the majority of their international arrivals,
although there are a few that may be able to bring imported cases to below 1% of local
incidence by averting less than a quarter of arrivals. Figure 3 shows the relationship
between imported cases and local outbreak size.

Discussion

Almost all countries have reported COVID-19 cases, but they differ in the stage of the
pandemic they are in (as of July 2020). Many countries in East Asia, Australasia and Europe
are well past peak incidence, with some having reduced incidence to very low levels 10
 .
Conversely in other countries, incidence remains high and may be increasing. Hence
recommendations about international travel restrictions cannot be applied uniformly, but
instead need to take into account country circumstances in terms of within-country
transmission and connectedness to countries with high prevalence.

Using estimated COVID-19 prevalence in 142 countries together with international travel
data between countries, we categorise countries according to the extent to which imported
cases may contribute to local transmission in the absence of travel restrictions. In our
worst-case scenario (from the perspective of case importation), we assume that travel
patterns in May 2019 would hold in May 2020 in the absence of travel restrictions. Even in
this scenario, we find that in most countries, imported cases would account for less than
10% of local incidence in the absence of travel restrictions. In other scenarios, we assume
that international travel would have decreased in May 2020 (compared to May 2019) even
without travel restrictions. In one of these scenarios, we find that in most countries,
imported cases would account for less than 10% of local incidence in the absence of travel
restrictions.

Hence, our results suggest that in May 2020, travel restrictions may have done little in most
countries to change the course of local epidemics, and may not be justified given the high
economic and social costs required to prevent the arrival of travellers representing less than
10% (or in many cases, less than 1%) of new cases. In most of the countries where this
proportion is greater than 1%, it can be brought below 1% by selective restrictions imposed
only on travellers from the highest prevalence countries. However, there are a few
countries that would have to prevent entry by almost all international travellers to reach
this threshold. These are generally countries where control of local epidemics have been
achieved. For instance, both New Zealand and China have low enough incidence that the
expected number of imported cases (4 and 69, respectively) is greater than local incidence
(2 and 39), so imported cases pose a real risk of triggering a second local epidemic wave
(Table S1).

Some countries with moderately large local epidemics in May 2020 (such as some countries
in the Americas) still have a moderate level of risk associated with imported cases under the
worst-case traveller volume scenario (scenario A), because of their strong connectedness to
other high prevalence countries. Imported cases in these countries may be insufficient to
drive local epidemics on its own, but may become important in driving epidemics that have
already started if countries succeed in reducing local reproduction numbers close to 1, the
level at which each new generation of infected cases is smaller than the last.

Our estimates involve simplifying assumptions. We assume that international arrivals in a
country have the same probability of being infected as any other person selected at random
from the source country. In practice, the risk of infected arrivals is likely to be lower because
symptomatic cases are less likely to travel as they may be recuperating at home or in
hospital. For those who do attempt to travel, they may be detected during exit screening in
the source country or entry screening in the destination country. For those in their
incubation period at the time of travel, they may develop symptoms and be detected or
sef-declare illness upon arrival. We also did not consider the effect of outbound travellers
on local transmission. Travel restrictions would also prevent infected travellers from leaving
their source country, which would reduce the number of cases locally, and hence partially
mitigate the impact of infected inbound travellers. All these limitations result in

overestimating the number of COVID-19 importations that would occur without travel
restrictions. However, one limitation in the opposite direction is that we assume that all
international travel occurs through flights, so our analysis may not accurately capture the
risk of importation between countries that normally have a high volume of land traffic (such
as rail and road travel between countries in continental Europe).

Our prevalence and incidence estimates are approximate and may overestimate incidence
in countries with younger overall population structures and underestimate it in countries
with older populations. 8 of these estimates. Furthermore, countries with very low case
numbers are excluded from our analysis, as it is not possible to accurately estimate
incidence and prevalence estimates for such countries.

Despite these limitations, the categorisation of countries is broadly stable over sensitivity
analyses around both country prevalence and incidence estimates, and international travel
patterns. They indicate that strict untargeted travel restrictions are probably unjustified in
most countries, other than those that have both good international travel connections and
very low local COVID-19 incidence. Countries needing to make detailed decisions about
travel restrictions or quarantine white lists can use the methods presented here combined
with the most current and accurate local data available.
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List of tables

Table 1. Summary of the model parameters. We sum the time to infectiousness and
infectious period to arrive at prevalence estimates.

Model parameter

Description

Value

Source

Incubation period

Time from exposure

Lauer et al.13

(days)

to onset of

Γ (μ = 5.5, σ 2 = 6.5)
Median: 5.1 days

symptoms.

97.5%: 11.5 days

Time to

Time after exposure

Median: 3.4 days

Derived from

infectiousness

(and before onset)

IQR: (2.3, 4.9) days

He et al.12

(symptomatic cases)

from which

95%: (0.9, 8.6) days

pre-symptomatic
transmission can
occur.
Infectious period

Time after

Median: 7.1 days

Derived from

(symptomatic cases,

incubation period

IQR: (5.7, 8.5) days

Wölfel et al.14

days)

during which case is

95%: (2.5, 11.6) days

able to infect others

List of Figure captions
Figure 1. Risk rating by country, in the absence of international travel restrictions, in each of
the four scenarios about international travellers in May 2020. (A) Travel assumed to be at
the same levels as May 2019. (B) Traveller numbers scaled downwards based on the
reduction in flights in May 2020 reported by OpenSky. (C) Traveller numbers scaled down by
25%. (D) Traveller numbers scaled down by 50%.

Figure 2. Percentage reduction in passenger numbers required for countries in scenario B
where imported cases account for more than 1% of local incidence to bring that proportion
below 1%. Countries are grouped by United Nations Region (Oc. is Oceania).

Figure 3. Scatter plot showing the percentage of local daily incidence that daily imported
cases represent, where the expected number of imported cases is at least 1% of local
incidence. The dashed line represents 10% of local incidence from imported cases. NB: For
New Zealand (NZL) and China (CHN), imported cases represent at least 100% of local
incidence.
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